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Specification Sheet

Material  

Acrylic

Weight 

15kg

Fittings

Standard E27 lamp holder. Includes fitted with cord and ceiling rose.

Warranty 

5 year warranty based on observance of product maintenance 

procedures. Excludes fair wear and tear, improper use or vandalism.

White

Dome Light

Dome Light references retrospective shapes and 

minimal lines, adding impact through its large 

proportions and contrasting ceiling cable. The 

ambient light is achieved through the product’s 

rounded form and light-transmitting material.

Standard Colours

Dimensions 

1140 Ø x 570 H mm

Designed by

Nicholas Karlovarsitis & Sarah Gibson

Options 

Custom colours available upon specification. 

Please contact info@designbythem.com for details.
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Cleaning Instructions

After dusting with a static duster, clean surfaces with a damp, lint free, non abrasive cloth and then wipe dry after cleaning. For more 

stubborn stains use a non abrasive plastic cleaner or a low concentration mild detergent with water. Ensure all cleaning solutions do not 

contain any bleaching agents, abrasives or solvents. Make sure to test a small inconspicuous section of the light first to ensure cleaner is 

compatible with material. Ensure that all the cleaning solution is wiped off the surface of the chair and is not allowed to sit for any extended 

period of time. 

Maintenance Instructions

To change the light bulb ensure the light is turned off and the bulb has had adequate time to cool. 

End of Life

This product should be returned to us at the end of its useful life or arranged to be collected by DesignByThem at a negotiated transport 

fee for product repair, reuse or recycling as part of our product stewardship program. We will ensure that the product will be recycled in its 

entirerity without any material contributing to landfill.


